Shot Boundary Detection Method for News Video
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Abstract—It is very important to detect shot boundary accurately and quickly in a large number of news video data. Therefore, we proposed a new method with dual-detection model. The method is divided into two stages, i.e. pre-detection and re-detection. In the pre-detection stage, the uneven blocked differences based on the feature of human vision are presented and used in adaptive binary search to detect shot boundaries. In the re-detection round, Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) method is applied to exclude false detections. The experimental results show that this method can detect abrupt boundaries of news video quickly and accurately.

Index Terms—Shot segmentation, Uneven blocking, Sliding window, Adaptive binary search, SURF.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of multimedia technology and computer network, digital video is produced and used widely. People come into contact with video data at an unprecedented growth rate, so how to retrieval the required information conveniently, fast, and accurately in the face of a large number of video information has been the focus of attention. The artificial video classification method is too time-consuming and susceptible to the impact of human factors. Commonly, the first step for most content-based video analysis techniques is to segment a video into some shots. Shot segmentation is the basis of video analysis etc. Upon shot segmentation, we can further develop the key frame extraction and content-based video retrieval technology.

News video is a video that a lot of people are concerned about. For example, China News Broadcast. We want to know the main news in the world recently according to the news video, which are closely related to us. But we just want to know the main content of news, rather than spend a lot of time to watch every detail of news. That needs to extract key frame of news video, and we should segment video in order to extract the key frame. From this point of view, we can see the significance of video segmentation.

The transition from one shot to the next may be of various types: broadly categorized as abrupt change and gradual change. Abrupt change, also known as cut, denotes instantaneous transition from one shot to another. Gradual change is usually obtained by incorporating photographic effect through editing, and it can be classified as fade-out, fade-in, dissolve, wipe, etc. Due to the promptness of news video, abrupt change accounts for 90% or more, and the gradual shot generally appears at the beginning and end of the news video. Therefore, this paper only states the abrupt change of news video.

News video has relatively fixed structure: beginning with one anchorperson or two, that broadcast news headlines, and each piece of news has reporters to report, anchorperson will also comment for particularly important news. In every news shot, the news caption reflecting the main content of this shot will appear at a specific location, like the bottom of the shot.

Scholars have done a lot of research on shot segmentation in the field of video analysis, mainly including the following methods: pixel differences based method, histogram comparisons based method [5], edge differences based method, etc. These methods have limitations. For instance, pixel differences based method is simple and easy to implement, but it is very sensitive to noise and movement of objects. Most of the algorithms detect shot boundary only once, and is unable to get a result with high accuracy. In this paper, we propose a video shot segmentation method with dual-detection model. Adaptive binary search and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) are introduced into this method. Experimental results show that this algorithm has higher accuracy and efficiency, especially for news video data.

II. OUR METHOD

We propose a new method with dual-detection model. First, the input video of each video frame is converted into HSV color space, and then use uneven blocking as a determination factor, combined with adaptive binary search to detect shot boundaries. Second, Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) method is applied to exclude...
false detections, which can improve the accuracy of the algorithm.

A. HSV Color Space

In image processing, it is very important to choose appropriate color model. HSV color space is more closely to human perspective feeling and independent on the display device, therefore we choose HSV color space to extract boundary feature in this paper. The value (V) only reflects luminance information, unrelated to the color information of the image; hue (H) and saturation (S) indicates the subjective feeling of the person on the color, unrelated to value (V). If we use one component only, we will surely lose a lot of useful information, which is not desirable. We combine various components to extract the information available in the image.

In this paper, we extracted hue, saturation, and value information from three channels of H, S, V, and then through being combined with each of the frame difference information, frame difference of two images are obtained.

B. Uneven Blocking

According to the human visual feature and news video feature, we propose the concept of uneven blocking. Human vision has the auto-focusing characteristics that a person will focus on the central area, foreground and moving objects of a picture. Humans are concerned generally middle portion of the video frame and the video information surrounding the central portion is contained relatively less.

According to the characteristics discussed above, we divide video frame into three sub-blocks. Figure 1 shows the uneven blocking method where Group 1 is the focus of human visual system that contains more information, while Group 3 in the corners will be paid less attention to. The importance of Group 2 is between Group 1 and Group 3. Thus the importance of each group can be judged by different weighting coefficients. Group 1 is the biggest, followed by Group 2, Group 3 is the minimum. The coordinates in the top left corner of Group 1 is \((W*0.15, H*0.15)\), the coordinates in the lower right corner is \((W*0.85, H*0.85)\). W and H are the width and height of frame.

C. Adaptive Binary Search

Divide a video window into left sub window and right sub window, where the middle frame belongs to both sub-windows. Calculate and compare the difference between two sub-windows. If the difference is too large, the sub-window whose discontinuity is larger may have an abrupt transition. This binary search process is continued until the window size is 2. Otherwise there exists no boundary in this window, skipping the window and sliding to the next one. Detecting video whose length of frame is \(n\), the complexity of binary search computation is \(O(\log_2 n)\), while the complexity of frame-by-frame comparison algorithm is \(O(n)\). If \(n\) is large, the search time efficiency has improved significantly.

D. The Re-detection Based on SURF Feature Matching

SURF algorithm have better results in the field of image matching, which is widely used for object recognition, motion tracking. SURF algorithm has better robustness and real-time compared with SIFT algorithm.

D. The Re-detection Based on SURF Feature Matching

Figure 2 shows SURF algorithm. The shot segmentation principle is as follows: Extracting the SURF feature points of two frames, if they are very different, then the two frames are very different and there may be a shot boundary. Otherwise match the points of two frames. If the matching ratio is low, then it confirms the shot boundary between the two frames, otherwise it labels the result in previous period as false alarm.

E. Our Proposed Method

Figure 3 shows the details of proposed method in this paper. In this method,
1) Read and decode a video window, divide the window into left sub window (LW) and right sub window (RW), where the middle frame belongs to both sub-windows. We assume a video shot sustains 0.5s at least, National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) standardized video frame rate is about 30 frames/sec. Therefore, a video shot lasts at least 15 frames. We set each sub window 8 frames.

2) Calculate the difference between first and last frame of each sub-window, marked as DL, DR.

The process of calculation for the uneven blocking for each video frame showing in Figure 2, calculate the difference of hue, saturation and brightness of three groups based on HSV space. Then calculate total difference of hue, saturation and brightness based on HSV space, marked as $F_{dH}(i,j), F_{dS}(i,j), F_{dV}(i,j)$ . The calculation formula is as follows:

$$F_{dH}(i,j) = \left(\sum_{m=1}^{3} a_m F_{dH}(i,j,m)\right)/MN.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$F_{dS}(i,j) = \left(\sum_{m=1}^{3} a_m F_{dS}(i,j,m)\right)/MN.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$F_{dV}(i,j) = \left(\sum_{m=1}^{3} a_m F_{dV}(i,j,m)\right)/MN.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$m$ is the Group index, $i$ and $j$ are frame indexes, respectively. $M$ is the width and $N$ is the height. Meanwhile $F_{dH}(i,j,m), F_{dS}(i,j,m), F_{dV}(i,j,m)$ represent the difference of hue, saturation, and brightness between $i$ and $j$ frame in the Group $m$. $a_m$ is the weighting coefficients of Group $m$. In this paper, we set $a_1 = 0.7, a_2 = 0.2, a_3 = 0.1$.

We get the frame difference of two images by multiplying $F_{dH}(i,j,m), F_{dS}(i,j,m), F_{dV}(i,j,m)$ . The calculation formula is as follows:

$$D = F_{dH}(i,j) * F_{dS}(i,j) * F_{dV}(i,j).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

3) The calculation formula of pre-detection by adaptive binary search is as follows:

$$D_L > b * D_R.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$D_R > b * D_L.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$b$ is the threshold of pre-detection. In this paper, we set $b = 2$ . If the DL and DR meet (5) or (6), then we consider that an abrupt transition exists in corresponding to the left or right sub-window. Go to step 1) and search the probable sub window until the window size is 2.

4) If there may be a shot boundary through pre-detection, then we extract the SURF feature points of the two frames, marked as $N_1$ and $N_2$ .

$$N_1 < T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$N_2 < T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$|N_1 - N_2| > T_P.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$T$ is the threshold of feature point. $T_P$ is the compare threshold of feature point. In this paper, we set $T = 10, T_P = 200$ .

If $N_1$ and $N_2$ meet one of (7), (8), (9), we consider that there exists an abrupt transition. Otherwise match SURF feature points of two frames, calculating the matching ratio as follows:

$$R = \frac{N}{N_1 + N_2 - N} \times 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Where $R$ is the matching rate, $N$ is the number of correctly matched feature points. If $R$ is lower than the threshold (8%), then it confirms the shot boundary between two frames, otherwise it denies the result of pre-detection round.

5) Slide window. If shot boundary has been detected, then considers the last frame of the shot as the first frame of next window. Otherwise the 15th frame of the current window as the first frame of the next window. Repeat the steps above until the end of the video. Finally, if the number of right window frames are less than the left window, we only compare the frame difference between first and last of the left window. And the same as right window. If the difference is obvious, we consider that there exists shot boundary. Also the left of the window frames may also be no more than 8 frames, we only compare the frame difference between first and last of the left window.

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPARATIVE RESULTS

All experiments are carried out in the Visual Studio 2008 platform, using C++ programming language and additional open source library of video processing: OpenCV library. To test the algorithm, we use 5 clips of the program of China Central Television (CCTV) news broadcast. We use recall and precision as metrics. The recall and precision are defined as:

$$R = \frac{N_c}{N_c + N_m} \times 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$P = \frac{N_c}{N_c + N_f} \times 100\%.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)
$N_c$ is the number of correctly detected shot boundaries, $N_m$ is the number of missed shot boundaries, $N_f$ is the number of false detections.

Experimental results with our algorithm are showed in Table I. In 5 clips of News video, this method correctly detected the 1799 shot boundaries, including 72 missed and 39 false detections. The precision is achieved as 97.8% and recall 96.1%. The reason of missed detection is that the matching ratio is high caused by few feature points. And most of the false detections caused by the irregular movement of the camera.

### A. Compare with the Twin Comparison Method

We compare our method with the Twin Comparison [5] method. Their detection results are presented in Table II. We can see that the recall increased by 5.4% and precision increased by 14.3%. So our algorithm has been greatly improved in precision.

### B. Compare with the Algorithm in Ref. [2]

We compare our method with the algorithm in Ref. [2]. Their detection results are presented in Table III. Compared with the Ref. [2], the recall and precision of our algorithm has been greatly improved. Especially the precision increased of 12.8%.

### IV Conclusion

The shot segmentation is the first and important step of news video retrieval. In order to complete the shot segmentation, we must determine the measurement method of the frame difference first. In this paper, we proposed a novel shot segmentation algorithm based on adaptive binary search and SURF. In the pre-detection round, the uneven blocking mechanism and the adaptive binary search method are proposed. In the re-detection round, the SURF feature matching algorithm is used to exclude false detections of the pre-detection round and improves the detection precision.

Experimental and comparative results have indicated that our method performances well in news video. Compared with other algorithms, our method can improve the accuracy of detection and reduce the computational complexity. Certainly, there is still much room for shot boundary detection to improve. In the future, we will combine multiple features to overcome missed shots and remove false detection.
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